Hunting Season

Drastic Drop
Where Have All The Ducks Gone? • By Brad Goins

Joshua Goins

L

ongtime
Southwest
Louisiana duck hunter
Joshua Goins is concerned
that the number of ducks
that can be hunted in
Southwest Louisiana has
dropped dramatically in recent years. And
with that drop, he feels, there has come a
drastic drop in the number of duck hunters.
In the past, it was taken for granted that
Louisiana was part of the wintering ground
for North American ducks. That wintering
ground was thought to have a northern border at the 37th parallel. (The 37th parallel
runs through southern Missouri, about half
a degree north of the top of Arkansas.)
Goins, who is the founder of the
Flyway Federation of Louisiana, thinks
that things have changed. He believes birds
are now doing their wintering in states such
as Missouri and Illinois due to a practice
called “baiting” or “short-stopping.”
“Arkansas is suffering just like we
are,” says Goins.
Baiting is the practice of placing
grains that birds find attractive in fields
that are not being used for agriculture. If
the birds find the food sufficient and the
temperatures warm enough, they have no
reason to migrate south — to such places
as Southwest Louisiana.
The effect of baited fields north of
us is that the wintering ground has now
moved far north of the 37th parallel. Goins
says there are now “multiple [duck hunting] clubs open from Missouri to Canada.”
Audubon tracks duck populations
in various U.S. states every 20 years.
Researching with Dr. Ryan Zimmerling,
Goins found that in its 1986 tracking, the
six northern states Audubon focused on —
Missouri, Wisconsin, Kansas, Illinois and
Michigan — had hardly any ducks. In the
latest 20-year figures, he says, these states
all spiked in their duck populations. In the
same figures, Louisiana saw a decline in
duck numbers that was just as dramatic.
“We in Louisiana have seen a drastic decline in the migration of the North
American Waterfowl,” he says.
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Note sharp decline in mallards in Louisiana after 2000.
Source: Greenhead Magazine.

ably have known that the area had been
baited.”
“The hunter ... might not be able to
know, no matter how diligent the hunter
might be, whether a neighboring field is
baited.”
A hunter who said he didn’t know
he was hunting in a baited field could no
longer be charged. One can easily imagine
how hard it might be to prove that the hunter did in fact know exactly what he was
doing and how the challenges of the new
legal standard might dissuade those whose
obligation was to enforce the rules.

The Temptations Of
Baiting
Along with this decline, Goins believes, Louisiana has lost 80,000 hunters
since 1995.

The Migratory Bird
Treaty Act

Many of the rules governing the conditions under which wild fowl can be fed
and hunted come from the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act (MBTA).
Congress enacted the MBTA in 1918
to implement a pact between Great Britain
and the United States for the protection of
migratory birds. The United States entered
into subsequent treaties with Mexico and
other countries.
The MBTA made it illegal ‘‘to pursue,
hunt, take, capture, kill; attempt to take,
capture, or kill; possess [or] offer for sale’’
migratory birds. However, the MBTA provided for the creation of hunting seasons
during which migratory game birds could
be taken.
In 1935, regulations for migratory
game bird hunting and the practice of baiting were added.
Before 1998, the MBTA regulations
had never required any knowledge or intent on the part of the hunter in taking a
migratory game bird over a baited field.
The act was a crime of what is called “strict
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liability.” If a person broke the law, he was
strictly liable for breaking it. Whether he
knew he was breaking it was a matter of no
consequence.
Two decades earlier, in 1978, the U.S.
Fifth Circuit Court had ruled that a person
could only be prosecuted for taking a bird
over a baited field if it could be shown
that he ‘‘should have known’’ the area was
baited.
Congress responded to this ruling, and
others like it, by reinforcing the notion that
Congress wanted these hunting acts to continue to be matters of “strict liability.”
Various groups continued to argue
that the MBTA’s rules about duck hunting were hard to understand. In 1997, the
International Assoc. of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies suggested that the standard of
illegality of hunting over baited fields be
changed from one of strict liability to one
in which the hunter would have to know
in advance that it was illegal to hunt over
baited fields.
Some quotations from the 1998 revision make it clear what sorts of changes
were made to the law:
“The purpose of this section is to address instances of unfairness to hunters
who have been prosecuted for hunting over
baited areas when they could not reason-

“Not everyone can bait, because it really is illegal,” says Goins. But when the
1998 revision came into being, the temptation may have been too much for landowners who though they might benefit from a
hunting niche. It’s “human nature,” says
Goins. “We’re going to bend, stretch the
law.”
There are a number of reasons land
owners in northern states might bait their
land. They might have grown tired of
farming it, at least temporarily. They might
want to increase the number of ducks
available for hunting in their state.
But there could be more unsavory reasons. They might anticipate getting monetary incentives from groups that want to
increase the amount of hunting in their
state or they could wish to obtain financial
benefits from provisions of the Farm Bill
due to a loss of grounds formerly used for
agriculture, harvesting and selling harvests
for a profit.
Owners can plant and flood crops on
damaged soil, knowing the land will never
produce high-quality products until the
flood-damaged soil is removed. Parties
who do this sometimes file insurance
claims for soil damage.
The greater the amount of baited and
flooded land up north, the fewer the number of birds who feel the need to come
south. And if the temperatures in the north-
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ern areas stay warm, the birds certainly
won’t migrate south to escape the cold.
“Since 2000, we have had a steady
loss of ducks,” says Goins. “It’s really affected Louisiana in a very bad way. It’s
basically killed the small rice farmers.” He
says there have also been significant monetary losses in boat sales, leases to land
owners, revenues of hunting clubs and
sales of shotgun shells.
“Louisiana has lost 80,000 state waterfowl stamp sales,” says Goins. “This
includes out-of-state hunters and locals
who have quit hunting here.” He thinks
guide services lose $2,000-3,000 for each
hunting trip that is no longer booked. “The
only [duck-hunting] lodges left are the big
ones.”

‘There’s Probably
About 10 Reasons’

Not every authority on SWLA bird
populations is on the same page as Goins
— even when they agree with him.
Bryan Leach of the Lake Charles
Delta Waterfowl organization thinks that
Goins is right on some points. He says
baiting and short-stopping up north is “a
major, major reason” for the decline in the
number of ducks in this area. And he sees
it as a phenomenon that’s been reducing
those numbers for at least 15-20 years.
Where he parts company with Goins
is on that figure’s acute focus on shortstopping. Leach says, “there’s probably
about 10 reasons” for the decline of ducks.
One big cause for Leach is climate
change. “It doesn’t get cold as much” in
the states north of Louisiana as it did a few
decades ago. “Snowfall forces ducks out”
of northern areas and south to Louisiana.
“Missouri doesn’t get that anymore,” says
Leach. If ducks can make it to a river that’s
not frozen over, says Leach, they’re likely
to stay where they are.
“A combination of farming practices”
is another culprit. Sugar cane has tended
to edge out rice in Southwest Louisiana.
Meanwhile, rice production has increased
in Arkansas. Leach thinks these phenomena have reduced the numbers of mallards
and specklebellies in the area.
He thinks the ongoing loss of marsh
land on the Southwest Louisiana coast is
also reducing the number of birds.
One cause Leach strongly emphasizes is the “pressure” of duck blinds and
hunters that are placed close together. The
ducks realize they are going to be shot at
from a particular area and come to avoid
that area. Leach feels that many hunters are
reluctant to move or leave a duck blind and
may keep shooting from the same location
for years. Their hunts won’t be productive
if ducks avoid the location.
“If you’re not seeing ducks in your
area, you need to do something,” says
Leach. He feels that it’s unfortunate that
more hunters aren’t willing to take the
trouble to hunt in public refuges.
Leach agrees with Goins that
Southwest Louisiana is seeing a significant
loss in the numbers of duck hunters. He attributes much of this to the graying of the
duck hunter. Right now, the average age of
the Louisiana duck hunter puts him far into
middle age. Leach doesn’t see millennials
stepping up to begin a duck hunting practice and fill the thinning ranks.

‘Vinton Used To Be
All Rice’

Taxidermist and long-time Lagniappe
outdoors columnist Rocke Fournet is another expert who agrees with Goins but
also sees a wide variety of causes for drops
in duck numbers. “There’s all kinds of theories,” he says. “It might be a little of this
and a little of that.”
But Fournet pulls no punches about
the declines in birds and hunters. “The
hunting isn’t what it used to be at all. It’s
really off. It’s really gotten weak.” He feels
the last four to five years have been especially lean.
Like everyone else, Fournet is keenly
aware of the decrease in Louisiana-grown
rice. “We don’t have the rice production
we used to have, or the flooded areas ...
The amount of acreage in rice ... it’s way,
way off.” He sees former rice farms as
largely being turned over to the production
of crawfish and cattle. “Vinton used to be
all rice. Now, it’s not there.”
Fournet also sees area rice farming
practices as cutting into bird populations.
What rice farmers there are sometimes
grow new or experimental strains of rice.
If the ducks don’t like the new strain, “they
won’t eat it.” And they’ll go to some other
place where they can find rice they like.
Until states to our north start growing less rice and we start growing more,
the numbers of ducks and hunters in our
area will continue to decline. Unless there
are changes in weather and coastal erosion
patterns in the near future, the Louisiana
bird populations will continue to shrink.
And it remains to be seen whether old
hunters can convince young hunters to take
up the sport in spite of declining numbers
of birds.
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